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Abstract: In this paper we study quota complexes (or equivalently in the case of scalar weights, threshold complexes)
and how the topology of these quota complexes changes as the quota is changed. This problem is a simple “linear” version
of the general question in Morse Theory of how the topology of a space varies with a parameter. We give examples of
natural and basic quota complexes where this problem frames questions about the distribution of primes, squares and
divisors in number theory and as an example provide natural topological formulations of the prime number theorem, the
twin prime conjecture, Goldbach’s conjecture, Lehmer’s Conjecture, the Riemann Hypothesis and the existence of odd
perfect numbers among other things. This builds on the original work of A. Björner who had studied similar topological
formulations for the Riemann Hypothesis and prime number theorem.
We also consider random quota complexes associated to sequences of independent random variables and show
that various formulas for expected topological quantities give L-series and Euler product analogs of interest.
Key words: Quota system, threshold complex, persistent homology, Goldbach conjecture, Riemann Hypothesis, random
complexes

1. Introduction
In the area of voting theory in political science, monotone yes/no voting systems are studied. If V is a set of
voters, then a subset of voters, C ⊂ V , is called a losing coalition if the voters in C are not suﬃcient to force
an initiative to pass. One can form a simplicial complex (see [7] or [12] for background on simplicial complexes)
X with vertex set V to encode the voting system by declaring F = [v0 , . . . , vn ] to be a face of X if and only if
{v0 , . . . , vn } is a losing coalition. The monotone property of the voting system then guarantees that any face of
a face in X is also a face in X and so X is indeed a simplicial complex. In voting theory, it is shown that every
voting system can be weighted so that it is a quota system. In this paper we study the topological behaviour
of various quota complexes as the quota is changed. The issues involved are essentially those involved in Morse
theory or persistant homology where the change in topology of a set is studied as a parameter is increased.
For example in [6] and [9], the topology of a ﬁnite union of balls of radius r in Rn , is studied as
a function of r for ﬁxed centers. This is used both in generating random complexes and in studying the
persistant shapes/homology of random data sets.
In this paper we ﬁrst discuss some basic topological properties of quota sets. We then illustrate the
theory with examples in arithmetic involving the distribution of primes, squares, cubes and divisors of a ﬁxed
number.
∗Correspondence:
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In all these cases, the quota complexes encode signiﬁcant distributional information and our aim is to
illustrate some of this.
Ian Leary and other anonymous readers have pointed out that scalar weighted quota complexes are
equivalent to threshold complexes, which have been an object of interest in graph theory and areas of computer
science. These arise for example in work of Kahn, Saks, and Sturtevant [10] where they solve the “Karp
Conjecture” in computer science. They also arise in the pioneering work of A. Björner [3] where he uses
variants of them to provide topological formulations of the Riemann Hypothesis and prime number theorem.
(This was not known to us at the time of original submission and we thank them for bringing it to our attention.)
Let R+ be the set of positive real numbers.
Deﬁnition 1.1 Let V be a vertex set. A scalar-valued quota system on V is given by a weight function
w : V → R+ and quota q > 0 . The quota complex X[w : q] is the simplicial complex on vertex set V such that
n
a face F = [v0 , . . . , vn ] is in X[w : q] if and only if w(F ) = i=0 w(vi ) < q .
For example, if we have 3 vertices {a, b, c} with weights {2, 3, 5} respectively then at quota q = 9 , the
corresponding quota complex would be the boundary of a triangle with corners {a, b, c} . The interior would
not be included as the face [a, b, c] has weight 2 + 3 + 5 = 10 > 9 . If the quota is raised to 11 , this face would
be included to give a solid triangle, whereas if the quota were lowered to 8 , the edge [b, c] would be excluded
from the complex as it has weight 3 + 5 = 8 .
Deﬁnition 1.2 Let V be a vertex set. A vector-valued quota system on V is given by a weight function
ŵ : V → Rs+ and quota q̂ ∈ Rs+ . The quota complex X[ŵ : q̂] is the simplicial complex on vertex set V such
n
that a face F = [v0 , . . . , vn ] is in X[ŵ : q̂] if and only if i=0 wj (vi ) < qj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ s.

It is easy to see X[ŵ : q̂] = sj=1 X[wj : qj ] . s is refered to as the weight dimension of the quota system.
In the appendix, it is shown that every ﬁnite simplicial complex is isomorphic to a vector-valued quota
complex X[ŵ : q̂] where the weights and quota can be taken to be vectors with positive integer entries. It is a
question of interest in voting theory, what the minimum weight dimension is for a given simplicial complex.
In section 2, the basic topology of quota complexes is studied, especially scalar-valued quota complexes.
One of the key results is (all the relevant topological deﬁnitions can be found in that section):
Theorem 1.3 Let X = X[w : q] be a scalar valued quota complex, then X is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet
of spheres. Let v0 be a vertex of minimal weight, then there is one sphere of dimension s in the bouquet for
every face F of dimension s in X , not containing v0 , such that q − w(v0 ) ≤ w(F ) < q .
If X is a vector valued quota complex of weight dimension N then X can be covered by N scalar valued
quota complexes. As long as X has no “shell vertices” we have Cat(X) ≤ 2N − 1 where Cat(X) denotes the
category of the space X . Thus

Cat(X)+1
2

provides a homotopy invariant lower bound on the weight dimension

of any quota complex for X with no shell vertices.
These quota systems are then applied to examples in number theory (for the basic background needed
in number theory see for example [1] or [17]) :
The prime complex is the full simplicial complex with vertex set equal to the set of primes P =
{2, 3, 5, 7, 11, . . .} . For a ﬁxed integer q ≥ 3 , P rime(q) is the quota complex on vertex set P and quota
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q (thus the actual vertex set will be all primes less than q and the faces will be collections of such primes whose
sum is less than q .)
In section 3 we study this basic prime complex and show
Proposition 1.4 Let q = 2k be an even integer ≥ 4 , then [q −2, q)∩Z = {O, E} where O = 2k −1 , E = 2k −2
are the unique odd (respectively even) integer in the interval [q − 2, q). Then the prime complex P rime(q) has
the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres where there is one j -sphere in the bouquet for every way of writing
an element in {O, E} as a sum of j + 1 distinct odd primes.
The dimension of the reduced j th homology of P rime(q) is equal to the number of ways of writing an
element in {O, E} as a sum of j + 1 distinct odd primes.
For q ≥ 6 , P rime(q) is not connected if and only if O = q − 1 is a prime number.
For q ≥ 6 , P rime(q) has a non simply-connected component if and only if E = q − 2 is a sum of two
distinct odd primes.
Thus the Twin Prime Conjecture is equivalent to the statement that P rime(q) and P rime(q + 2) are
both disconnected complexes for inﬁnitely many values of q .
The Goldbach Conjecture is equivalent to the statement that P rime(q) has a non-simply connected
component for all q ≥ 6 , with q not equal to twice an odd prime. (The Goldbach conjecture trivially holds
for q = 2p, p an odd prime anyway.)
Thus while the P rime(q) complex is deﬁned as a natural quota complex with vertices the set of primes
less than q and faces given by collections of such primes whose sum is less than q , the topology of the complex
P rime(q) is carried by the sums whose sum lies in the shell [q − 2, q). Hence one can view the statement above
as a topological form of the sieve method important in number theory.
In section 3 we also include data that shows how Hi (P rime(q)) varies as a function of q for ﬁxed i.
The behaviour observed is similar to that found in the study of random simplicial complexes (see [9]) and to
behaviour observed in the birth-death process in the theory of continuous Markov chains (see [11]).
In section 5 we study how another topological quantity, namely the Euler characteristic of P rime(q),
varies as the quota q is changed. We ﬁnd
χ(P rime(q)) = −

∞


μ(n)Lq (n)

n=2

where μ is the Möbius function and Lq is a certain characteristic function which converges point-wise to the
characteristic function of the square-free integers as q → ∞ . In order to clarify the issue, we introduce the
LogPrime quota complex, which is the simplicial complex on the set of primes as vertices but with the weight of
a vertex p being ln(p). We then study how the Euler characteristic of this quota complex changes with quota
and obtain:
Theorem 1.5 Let LogP rime(q) be the LogPrime complex with quota q > 2 . Then

μ(n)
χ(LogP rime(q)) = −
2≤n<eq

where μ is the Möbius function. The Riemann hypothesis, that the nontrivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function
lie on the critical line, is equivalent to the growth condition |χ(LogP rime(q))| = O(eq(0.5+) ) for all  > 0 .
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The substance of this theorem is really due to the work of Titchmarsh (see [16]) who gave an equivalent
statement to the Riemann Hypothesis based on the rate of growth of the Mertens function. A. Björner recently
studied a complex equivalent to LogP rime(p) in [3], where he obtained this topological formulation of the
Riemann hypothesis and also studied the asymptotics of its Betti numbers. We still include this theorem here,
stated in the language of this paper, as it is a useful comparison for other similar results stated in this paper
and illustrates where this complex ﬁts into the general scheme.
In section 4 we give data for similar complexes encoding the distribution of integer squares and cubes.
For example one can let Square(q) be the simplicial complex on vertices the positive integer squares less than
q and with the faces consisting of collections of positive integer squares whose sum is less than q . Similarly one
can deﬁne a complex Cube(q) where cubes replace squares.
One then gets similar ﬂavor results:
Proposition 1.6 If Square(q) is the square complex, then Square(q) is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of
spheres and dim(H̄j (Square(q))) is equal to the number of ways to write q − 1 as a sum of j + 1 distinct
positive integer squares > 1 . Thus Square(q), q ≥ 3 , is connected if and only if q − 1 is not a positive integer
square. It is simply connected if and only if q − 1 is not a positive integer square or the sum of two distinct
positive integer squares > 1 .
If Cube(q) is the cube complex, then dim(H̄j (Cube(q))) is equal to the number of ways to write q − 1 as
a sum of j + 1 distinct positive integer cubes > 1 .
Thus the change in the homology of these complexes as quota is varied encodes various Waring type
problems.
Data describing the growth of Hi for these two complexes as a function of q is also presented in that
section.
As a ﬁnal arithmetical application, in section 6 we deﬁne for any integer n ≥ 2 the divisor complex
Div(n) whose vertices consist of the proper positive integer divisors of n and whose faces consist of collections
of such divisors whose sum is less than n. (Hence we are using quota n.) This complex encodes the distribution
of the divisors of n, keeping track of which collections of divisors have sums less than n or greater or equal to
n.
Recall an integer n ≥ 2 is called deﬁcient if the sum of its proper divisors is less than n, perfect if the
sum of its proper divisors is equal to n, and abundant if the the sum of its proper divisors is greater than n.
We obtain the following result:
Proposition 1.7 For any n ≥ 2 , Div(n) is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of spheres where there is one
j -sphere for every collection of j + 1 proper divisors of n, not including 1 which sum to n − 1 .
Thus if n is deﬁcient, Div(n) is contractible.
Thus n is perfect if and only if Div(n) is homotopic to a sphere of dimension τ (n) − 3 where τ (n) is
the number of positive integer divisors of n.
The complex Div(n) in the case that n is abundant can be relatively complicated. Data is presented in
section 6 which shows an example of an odd number whose complex Div(n) is spherical and of dimension close
to τ (n) − 3 but not equal. This odd number is “close” to being an odd perfect number in a topological sense;
of course the existence of an actual odd perfect number is still open. Even perfect numbers are in bijective
correspondence with Mersenne primes and it is an open question whether there are inﬁnitely many of these.
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In section 7, a generating function for Euler characteristics of quota complexes is found and a quotacomplex formulation of Lehmer’s conjecture is provided among other things.
In the ﬁnal section, we consider a ﬁnite set of independent continuous random variables X1 , . . . XN with
continuous density functions fi with compact support in [m, ∞) where m > 0 . We examine the random quota
complex associated to these random variables with ﬁxed minimal weight X0 = m and quota q > m > 0 . We
derive various formulas for the expected topology of this complex (see the section for the relevant deﬁnitions
and [2] for basic background.)
Theorem 1.8 Let X0 = m > 0 . Let X1 , . . . , XN be independent, continuous random variables with density
functions f1 , . . . , fN which are continuous with compact support in [m, ∞) and let X[q] be the random scalar
quota complex determined by this collection and quota q > m > 0 .
Then for j ≥ 1 ,



E[dim(H̄j−1(X[q], Q))] =

(fJ  Im )(q)

J,|J|=j

is a continuous function of q with compact support, where  denotes convolution.
Furthermore we have
1
1 − E[χ(X[q])] =
2πi



∞

−∞

⎛
e2πiαx ⎝

N


⎞
(1 − fˆj (α)) − (1 − fˆ0 (α))⎠

j=0

dα
,
α

which is a continuous function of q with compact support, where fˆ denotes the Fourier transform of f .
We then give an example where the ﬁnal equality in the last theorem is:


μ(n) =

1≤n<eq

1
2πi



⎛
+i∞

−i∞

esx ⎝



⎞
(1 −

p∈P

where P is the set of primes less than eq . Note for Re(s) > 1 ,

1
1
ds
) − (1 − s )⎠
ps
2
s
p∈P (1

−

1
)
ps

→

1
ζ(s)

as q → ∞ where ζ(s) is

the Riemann zeta function.

2. Topology of quota complexes
In this section we discuss the topological results for scalar quota complexes. The theorem on the topological
type of scalar quota complexes follows from work done on shifted complexes, see for example [4] however, we
also provide an elementary, self-contained proof in appendix A. The deﬁnition of a closed star can also be found
there.
Theorem 2.1 (Scalar quota complexes are homotopy equivalent to bouquets of spheres) Let X be
¯ min ) be the closed star of a vertex vmin of minimal weight. Then
a ﬁnite scalar quota complex and let A = St(v
the quotient map π : X → X/A is a homotopy equivalence and X/A is a bouquet of spheres where there is one
i-sphere for each i-face F = [v0 , . . . , vi ] in X not containing vmin and such that q − w(vmin ) ≤ w(F ) < q .
Thus the reduced integer homology groups of X , H̄i (X) are free abelian groups of ﬁnite rank equal to the
number of i-faces F of X , not containing vmin with q − w(vmin ) ≤ w(F ) < q .
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Proof

The fact that the collapse map π : X → X/A is a homotopy equivalence follows as A is contractible.
The complex is a shifted complex in the sense of [4]. To see this choose a linear order v1 < · · · < vk on

the vertices of X where w(vi ) ≤ w(vj ) whenever i < j . It follows that if i < j and F is a face of the complex
with vi ∈
/ F and vj ∈ F then (F − {vj }) ∪ {vi } is also a face of the complex as we have just swapped a vertex
for a vertex of lower weight. This theorem then follows as a consequence of the theorem on shifted complexes
in [4].
2
Note Theorem 2.1 is a sort of topological sieve in the sense that it says the interesting topology of a
scalar quota complex is carried by the “shell faces”, i.e. the faces F with q − w(vmin ) ≤ w(F ) < q , so that
their weight is concentrated in a narrow shell near the quota q .
Using work of Taylor and Zwicker [15], one can provide a combinatorial characterization of ﬁnite simplicial
complexes which are scalar weighted quota complexes. Such a characterization is provided in Appendix B.
As we will not use vector-weighted quota complexes in the applications of the rest of the paper, the
theorems and proofs about the vector-weighted case are deferred to Appendix C. The reader is also referred
to Appendix D, for the proof that every ﬁnite simplicial complex is isomorphic to a (vector weighted) quota
complex. Thus, for example, every closed manifold is homeomorphic to some vector weighted quota complex.
The picture for vector weighted quota complexes is much less complete than that for scalar weighted quota
complexes. In the applications in the rest of the paper, scalar weighted quota complexes are used predominantly
because their topological structure is completely determined up to homotopy by the results of this section.
3. Application: the prime complex and the Goldbach conjecture
In the current and following sections we examine three examples of scalar quota complexes that arise from
sequences of increasing positive integers V = {vn }∞
n=1 . In general, for integers q > v1 we take V (q) to be the
quota complex on the vertex set V with quota q . As described in section 2 the topology of V (q) is entirely
determined by the number of ways to add integers vn ∈ V , where v1 = vn < q , so that the sum falls in the
interval [q − v1 , q). So V (q) topologically encodes the number of ways to express integers in [q − v1 , q) as sums
of distinct elements in V − {v1 } . Our main interest is in describing the behavior of V (q) as q is increased for
the cases where V is the set of primes, squares and cubes.
Our description of V (q) will be data-based and will center on the functions hi (q) and si (q), where
hi (q) = dim(H̄i (V (q)), Q) and si (q) is the number of i-simplexes in V (q) not containing v1 . So si (q) =


and hi (q) = si (q) − si (q − v1 ) by Theorem 2.1. Furthermore,
U ⊂ V − {v1 } : |U | = i + 1, v∈U v < q
note that for i > 0 , si (q) + si−1 (q − v1 ) is the number of i-simplexes in V (q) and of course s0 (q) + 1 is the
number of zero simplexes. In order to capture the relative growth of these values we will examine the ratios:
si (q)
hi (q)
Si (q) = 
and Hi (q) = 
.
s
(q)
j j
j hj (q)
Note of course that 0 ≤ Si (q), Hi (q) ≤ 1 count the fraction of the cells (respectively homology) of the quota
complex V (q) that are concentrated in dimension i.
Before describing the data we ﬁrst develop a simple theoretical context. Let κ > 0 be an integer and
suppose there is a monotonically increasing, diﬀerentiable function f : [κ, ∞) → R, with lim f(x) = ∞ and
x→∞
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such that s0 (q) ∼ f(q), by which we mean that lim s0 (q)/f(q) = 1 . Such a function f will be called an
q→∞

interpolating function for the vertex count function s0 (q).


 
Set 
si (x) = f(x)
, where we are thinking of xk as the degree k polynomial x(x−1)(x−2) · · · (x−k+1)/k! .
i+1
So certainly si (x) ∼ f(x)i+1 /(i + 1)! . We make the approximation

si (q/(i + 1)) ∼

This comes from noting that

s0 (q)
i+1




s0 ( q/(i + 1) )
s0 (q)
≤ si (q) ≤
∼
si (q).
i+1
i+1

is the number of potential i-simplices in the complex that one can make

out of the s0 (q) vertices other than v1 and hence certainly bounds si (q) from above. On the other hand,
s0 (q/(i+1))
is the number of i-simplices possible that one can make out of vertices other than v1 but with
i+1
weight below

q
;
i+1

such simplices deﬁnitely are below quota and hence deﬁnitely count towards si (q).

In this setup, various general expectations can be derived for the functions Si (q) and Hi (q). The
expectations and their proofs are collected in proposition E.1 in Appendix E. It is shown there that {Si : Z →
[0, 1] | i = 0, 1, 2, . . .} should be a family of unimodal functions of q , each with a single local maximum which
moves to the right as i increases and such that the heights of the maxima decrease towards 0 as i → ∞ . All
of these expectations are realized in the data.
In the primes quota complex (v1 = 2 ) the data indicates that the family of functions Hi (q) has the same
global behavior as Si (q), whereas in the squares and cubes cases (v1 = 1 ), Hi (q) has no discernible shape
outside of appearing to tend to zero as q → ∞ .
We now consider the case V = P = {2, 3, 5, · · · } , the set of primes, and its quota complex P rime(q).
For this vertex set we will denote the corresponding simplex and homology functions discussed above with a
superscript P , so for example sP
i (q) is the number of i-simplexes in P rime(q) not containing 2. Note that in
this case sP
0 (q) = π(q − 1) − 1 , where π is the prime number counting function.
Recall that the prime number theorem says π(q) ∼ fP (q) where fP (x) = x/ ln x . Certainly fP : [3, ∞) →
R has the required properties to be an interpolating function, so we expect SiP (q) to have the behavior described
above, at least for i ≥ 3 . Our data was generated using the ﬁrst 100 odd primes (i.e. the primes 3 through
547), producing complete information in the range 0 < q ≤ 550 and up to homology dimension 16 . Figure 1a
shows SiP (q) versus q for 0 < q ≤ 550 and cell-dimensions 0 ≤ i ≤ 6 ; here our global expectations are
closely exhibited: SiP (q) is unimodal and as i increases the maximum height decreases and the position of the
maximum moves to the right. The “double-line” eﬀect evident in Figure 1a occurs because we are summing
odd numbers, so depending on the length of the sum only odd or even sums occur in each dimension. Figure 1b
q
P
is a smoothing of SiP (q), showing the quantity Si,ave
(q) = 1q k=1 SiP (k).
As described in the introduction, the homology data of P rime(q) encodes several classical arithmetic
conjectures in number theory. In particular if hP
1 (q) > 0 for all q > 8 then the Goldbach conjecture holds; in
fact, in this case, a stronger reﬁnement of Goldbach holds, namely that every even number greater than or equal
to 8 is the sum of two distinct odd primes. Our data is consistent with the stronger reﬁnement of Goldbach
and thus we conjecture:
Conjecture 3.1 dim(H1 (P rime(q), Q)) = 0 for all q > 8 .
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Figure 1. Prime (q) .

Equivalently, every even number q ≥ 8 is a sum of exactly two distinct odd primes.
The classical Goldbach conjecture is equivalent to the above conjecture holding for all even numbers
greater than 3 and not equal to twice a prime. (The Goldbach conjecture is trivial for even numbers equal to
twice a prime anyway.)
Figure 1c shows HiP (q) for 0 < q ≤ 550 and 0 ≤ i ≤ 6 . Although appearing fairly scattered below
q ≈ 100 in these dimensions, the same global behavior as SiP (q) manifests fairly rapidly as q increases. As
before, we also provide a smoothing of the data in Figure 1d.
In general, the quantities hP
i (q) count the ways to sum to even or odd positive integers using i+1 distinct
odd primes. Speciﬁcally if hP
i (q) > 0 for all suﬃciently large q and i + 1 is even/odd, then all suﬃciently large
positive even/odd integers are expressible as a sum of distinct odd primes. At i = 2 this is a reﬁnement of
the weak Goldbach conjecture that all odd numbers greater than 7 are a sum of three odd primes. The weak
Goldbach conjecture has been shown to hold for almost all odd numbers by Vinogradav.
In our data hP
2 (q) > 0 for 20 ≤ q ≤ 550 and so it is reasonable to conjecture:
Conjecture 3.2 dim(H2 (P rime(q), Q)) = 0 for all q ≥ 20 .
Equivalently, every odd number q ≥ 19 is a sum of exactly three distinct odd primes.
Perhaps the most striking feature of the data is displayed in Figure 2. Here, in a naive attempt to
 P 1/(i+1)
capture the expected asymptotic growth of sP
ln(q) versus q for 0 < q ≤ 550 and
i (q), we graph si (q)
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Figure 2.

sP
i (q)

1/(i+1)

ln(q) , 0 < q ≤ 550 , 0 ≤ i ≤ 6 .

0 ≤ i ≤ 6 . In this range the data displays strong linearity. The data line with slope nearly one is the line
for the zero-simplexes, the data line with the next greatest slope is the one-simplexes, and so on. Note that
qi+1
ln(q)i+1 (i+1)!

q
by the prime number theorem and si ( i+1
) ≤ si (q) ≤ 
si (q),
 P 1/(i+1)
heuristically one might expect lines when plotting si (q)
ln q versus q with slopes roughly somewhere

since si (q) ∼ fP (q)i+1 /(i + 1)! =

between

((i+1)!)−1/(i+1)
i+1

and ((i + 1)!)−1/(i+1) . Running a least squares approximation on the data gives slopes

of 0.632374 when i = 1 ; 0.404613 when i = 2 ; 0.284124 when i = 3 ; 0.211868 when i = 4 ; 0.164796 when
i = 5 ; and 0.132366 when i = 6 . These values are consistent with the heuristics. Thus it is reasonable to
conjecture:
Conjecture 3.3 Let sP
i (q) denote the number of sets of i + 1 distinct odd primes whose sum is below q . Then
sP
i (q) ∼

Cii+1 q i+1
ln(q)i+1

where 1 = C0 > C1 > C2 > · · · > 0 .
Note the case i = 0 is the prime number theorem which is of course known to be true. Approximate
values of the constants C1 , . . . , C6 are listed in the paragraph before the conjecture.
4. Application: sum of squares and cubes complexes
In this section we present data for the quota complexes V (q) with V = S = {1, 4, 9, . . .} the set of squares, and
V = C = {1, 8, 27, . . .} the set of cubes, which we denote Square(q) and Cube(q), respectively. We indicate
the various functions of interest for these quota complexes with a superscript S or C as we did in section 3.
√
√
3
Note that since sS0 (q) =  q − 1 − 1 and sC
0 (q) =  q − 1 − 1 , our expectations for the global behavior of
the families SiS and SiC are once again informed by proposition E.1.
Data for Square(q) was generated using the ﬁrst 25 squares, producing complete information for 0 <
q ≤ 629 and up to homology dimension 9. Figure 3a displays SiS (q) for 0 < q ≤ 629 and cell-dimensions
0 ≤ i ≤ 6 . Here our expectations are strongly evident and are made all the more so in Figure 3b, which shows
q
S
Si,ave
(q) = 1q k=1 SiS (k). The homology data HiS (q) is notable for its lack of shape and is displayed in Figure
3c. Finally, the heuristic growth of sSi (q) as q

i+1
2

2

is veriﬁed in Figure 3d as a graph of sSi (q) i+1 versus q .

Data for Cube(q) was generated using the ﬁrst 25 cubes, producing complete information in the range
0 < q ≤ 15633 and up to homology dimension 13. Once again our expectations are closely realized in the data:
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Figure 3. Squares (q) .

Figure 4a shows SiC (q) for 0 ≤ i ≤ 6 and Figure 4b displays the growth of sC
i (q) as q
not included as this data is scattered and apparently formless.

i+1
3

. A graph of HiC is

In the case of squares, this data ﬁts with well-known asymptotics. For example sSi (q) is the number of
1
sets of i + 1 distinct integer squares (each greater than 1) whose sum is below q . Equivalently sSi (q) is 2i+1
√
times the number of integer lattice points in an open ball of radius q in Ri+1 where the hyperplanes where
 
two coordinates are equal or where one coordinate is 0 or 1 have been removed. There are i+1
+ 2(i + 1)
2
√ i+1
where
such hyperplanes. Without the removal of the hyperplanes, this count is asymptotic to Ci+1 ( q)
1
2i+1

times the volume of the unit ball in Ri+1 with an error no larger than the radial surface area, i.e.
√
(i + 1)Ci+1 ( q)i . Now when one removes the hyperplanes, one is removing balls of codimension 1 and so one
Ci+1 is

can see that sSi (q) = Ci+1 q

(i+1)
2

i

+ O(q 2 ) where the implied constant only depends on i but not on q .

The case of cubes can be treated similarly. Let Xq,d = {(x1 , . . . , xd) ∈ Rd |(x1 )3 +· · ·+(xd )3 < q, xi ≥ 0} .
1

d

Let Dd be the volume of X1,d . Then as Xq,d = q 3 · X1,d we ﬁnd V ol(Xq,d ) = Dd q 3 . Thus sC
i (q), the number
of sets of i+1 distinct integer cubes (each greater than 1) whose sum is below q can be viewed as the number of
integer lattice points in Xq,i+1 with the hyperplanes where two coordinates are equal or where one coordinate
is 0 or 1 removed. This is asymptotic to V ol(Xq,i+1 ) = Di+1 q

i+1
3

i

with an error of O(q 3 ) (as the boundary

surface of X1,i+1 is i-dimensional) where the implied constant only depends on i. Thus we have shown:
Proposition 4.1 Let sSi (q) be the number of sets of i + 1 distinct integer squares greater than one whose sum
is below q . Similarly let sC
i (q) be the number of sets of i + 1 distinct positive integer cubes greater than one
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whose sum is below q ; then we have seen that
sSi (q) ∼ (Ai q)

i+1
2

sC
i (q) ∼ (Bi q)

i+1
3

and
.

We conjecture that the constants satisfy 1 = A0 > A1 > · · · > 0 and 1 = B0 > B1 > · · · > 0 .
Now as the data suggests, the asymptotics of the Betti numbers on the other hand are irregular as the
√
√
number of lattice points in a shell with inner radius q − 1 and outer radius q cannot be approached as
simply with volume arguments as the errors that occur are comparable to the ﬁnal estimate. In fact the case of
counting lattice points in disks of the plane shows that shell counts can in fact even be 0 as not every integer is
i

a sum of two squares. Thus, though one can bound the ith Betti number from above as O(q 2 ) for the squares
i

complex and O(q 3 ) for the cubes complex, lower bounds are harder to come by. In fact ﬁnding expressions for
the number of ways to write an integer as a sum of i + 1 squares is an active and interesting area which uses
the theory of modular forms extensively. For example, Jacobi’s four square theorem shows that the number of
ways to write a positive integer as a sum of four (not necessarily distinct or nonzero) squares is 8 times the sum
of its divisors not divisible by four.
Thus, while asymptotics for individual Betti numbers are very diﬃcult, asymptotics for their averages do
follow easily from Proposition 4.1:
Proposition 4.2 Let βiS (q) denote the ith Betti number of the square complex with quota q and βiC (q) denote
the ith Betti number of the cube complex with quota q . Deﬁne their averages
S
βi,ave
(q) =

q
1 S
1
β (n) = sSi (q)
q n=1 i
q

C
βi,ave
(q) =

q
1 C
1
β (n) = sC
(q)
q n=1 i
q i

and

Then we have
S
βi,ave
(q) ∼ Ci+1 q

i−1
2

C
βi,ave
(q) ∼ Di+1 q

i−2
3

and

where Ci and Di are constants deﬁned in the paragraph prior to Proposition 4.1.
Proof Follows immediately from Proposition 4.1 and the fact that βiS (q) is the number of ways to write q − 1
as a sum of distinct integer squares strictly bigger than one. Similar comment holds for βiC (q).

2

5. Application: Euler characteristics, the Möbius function and the Riemann hypothesis
In Section 3 we looked at the topology of the Prime complex P rime(q) as the quota q was varied. In this section
we go back to that complex and consider the variance of another topological quantity, the Euler characteristic,
of this complex as the quota q changes.
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Figure 4. Cubes (q) .

Recall for a ﬁnite cell complex X , the Euler characteristic of X , χ(X), can be deﬁned as an alternating
∞
sum of the number of cells of various dimensions. Namely, χ(X) = j=0 (−1)j cj ∈ Z where cj is the number of
j -cells in the complex X . Recall that the Euler characteristic is a homotopy invariant, i.e. homotopy equivalent
spaces have the same Euler characteristic.
Let us ﬁrst consider the unrestricted P rime complex where q = ∞ . This is an inﬁnite dimensional
simplex, but let us write down an (inﬁnite) expression for its Euler characteristic. When restricted to the ﬁnite
quota complexes P rime(q), we will then get ﬁnite sum expressions for their Euler characteristic.
Recall the j -dimensional faces of the prime complex are in bijective correspondence with ﬁnite sets of j+1
distinct primes. Such a ﬁnite set of primes can be uniquely associated to its product by the unique factorization
of integers. Thus the faces of the prime complex are in bijective correspondence with the square-free integers
> 1 . (Recall an integer is square-free if no prime is repeated in its factorization).
Recall the Möbius function μ : N → {−1, 0, 1} is given by

(−1) number of prime factors of n if n is square-free
μ(n) =
0 if n is not square-free
Now note that for a j -cell of the prime complex, the corresponding square-free number n will have j + 1
distinct prime factors and so μ(n) = (−1)j+1 = −(−1)j . It is now easy to see that formally one has:

χ(P rime) =

∞

j=0

(−1)j cj = −

∞


μ(n)

n=2

To get the corresponding ﬁnite sum expression for χ(P rime(q)) we need to include the quota restriction
which will allow only a ﬁnite number of the cells to be in P rime(q). Notice a j -face [p0 , p1 , . . . , pj ] lies in
j
P rime(q) if and only if i=0 pi < q . Let us deﬁne Lq : N → {0, 1} by Lq (n) = 1 if n is square-free and the
sum of its prime divisors is less than q , and Lq (n) = 0 otherwise. Note that Lq (n) = 0 for suﬃciently large n
as there are only ﬁnitely many primes less than q and ﬁnitely many square-free numbers with only those prime
factors.
Then we have proven:
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Proposition 5.1 (Euler characteristic of the Prime complex) Let q > 2 and P rime(q) be the prime
complex with quota q . Then
χ(P rime(q)) = −

∞


μ(n)Lq (n)

n=2

and this sum is ﬁnite.
Note that as q → ∞ , Lq converges pointwise to the characteristic function of the set of square-free integers.
In the data the Euler characteristic of P rime(q) behaves very regularly as q increases. Figure 5 displays
the Euler characteristic for quotas 0 < q ≤ 550 . We will see in section 7 (example 3) that the growth of
χ(P rime(q)) with q is subexponential.

Figure 5. χ(P rime(q)) , 0 < q ≤ 550 .

In analytic number theory, one deﬁnes Merten’s function:

M (N ) =

N


μ(n).

n=1

By the work of Titchmarsh it is known that the Riemann hypothesis that the nontrivial zeros of the Riemann
zeta function lie on the critical line is equivalent to the statement that M (N ) = O(N 0.5+) for all  > 0 . In
other words, for every  > 0 , there exists a constant C = C() > 0 such that
|M (N )| ≤ CN 0.5+
for all N large enough.
With this in mind we introduce the LogP rime complex, which is the full quota complex (q = ∞ )
with vertices the set of primes where the weight of the vertex p is ln(p). Thus as a simplicial complex
LogP rime = P rime but LogP rime(q) = P rime(q) for most ﬁnite quotas q .
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The j -dimensional faces of LogP rime are still in bijective correspondence with the square-free integers
with j + 1 prime factors. We need only consider the eﬀect of imposing quota q with the new weights. Note
j
[p0 , . . . , pj ] is a face of LogP rime(q) if and only if i=0 ln(pi ) < q . If n is the square-free number corresponding
to the face then this is equivalent to ln(n) < q or n < eq .
From this one easily deduces:
Theorem 5.2 (Euler characteristic of the LogPrime complex) Let LogP rime(q) be the LogPrime complex with quota q > 2 . Then

χ(LogP rime(q)) = −
μ(n).
2≤n<eq

If we set q = ln(N + 1) then
χ(LogP rime(q)) = −

N


μ(n) = 1 − M (N )

n=2

and so
|χ(LogP rime(q))| = O(N 0.5+) = O(eq(0.5+))
for all  > 0 if and only if the Riemann Hypothesis is true. Equivalently, for any  > 0 , there is a constant
C = C() > 0 such that
ln(|χ(LogP rime(q))|) ≤ (0.5 + )q + ln(C())
for all q large enough.
Figure 6 shows the natural logarithm of the magnitude of the Euler characteristic of 6276 of the
LogP rime(q) complexes in the range 7 ≤ q ≤ 16.5554 . This data, which was generated using the ﬁrst 106
odd primes, clearly displays the behavior expected by the Riemann Hypothesis, namely most data points occur
below a line of slope roughly 1/2 . Note also that by comparing this data with that for the P rime complex it
is clear that Lq (n) has a strongly regularizing eﬀect.
From the last theorem, we see that a thorough understanding of how the Euler characteristic of the
LogPrime complex varies with quota q is equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis.
It would be nice to have a similar characterization of the Riemann Hypothesis using the Prime complex
itself. As the prime number theorem, twin prime conjecture and Goldbach conjecture have topological characterizations using the Prime complex, it seems likely the Riemann Hypothesis does also, but we do not know of
any such clean statement currently. However, Section 7 addresses this further.
The LogP rime(q) complexes are equivalent to complexes studied by A. Björner in [3] - in that paper Betti
number asymptotics are studied for this complex and the reader is referred to it for details. These asymptotics
count the number of odd squarefree numbers below N = eq with a given number of prime factors, as N grows
large.
6. Application: the divisor complex, perfect, deﬁcient and abundant numbers
Recall that a positive integer is perfect/deﬁcient/abundant if the sum of its proper positive divisors is equal/less/more
than itself.
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Figure 6. ln(|χ(LogP rime(q))|) , 7 ≤ q ≤ 16.5554 .

Consider the divisor complex Div(n) for n ≥ 2 . This is the scalar quota complex with vertex set the
set of proper positive integer divisors of n and quota n. So, since the minimal vertex has weight 1, Div(n) is
homotopic to a bouquet of spheres, consisting of one sphere of dimension i for each way n − 1 can be written
as a sum of i + 1 distinct non-unit divisors of n. In particular, as stated in the introduction, n is perfect
if and only if Div(n) is homotopic to a sphere of dimension τ (n) − 3 , where τ (n) is the number of positive
integer divisors of n. Note that Div(n) does not ﬁt into the simple framework developed in section 3 since as
the quota n increases the vertex set of Div(n) changes completely. By the Euclid-Euler theorem, there is a
bijective correspondence between even perfect numbers and Mersenne primes, i.e. primes of the form 2p − 1 .
More speciﬁcally a Mersenne prime 2p − 1 is associated to even perfect number 2p−1 (2p − 1). It is unknown if
there are inﬁnitely many Mersenne primes (and hence inﬁnitely many even perfect numbers). As of 2010, there
were 47 known Mersenne primes. It is also unknown if there are any odd perfect numbers.
Figure 7 displays Div(n) for 2 ≤ n < 12384 . The horizontal axis measures n and the vertical axis
measures topological dimension. Non-contractible complexes are represented as solid vertical lines with height
equal to the maximal dimension of a sphere in the bouquet; the spheres themselves are plotted as white squares
along the vertical line at height equal to their dimension with spheres of the same dimension being listed
horizontally. Also, a data point at (n, τ (n) − 3) is included for each n with Div(n) non-contractible, together
with a dashed line connecting it to a highest dimensional sphere in Div(n). Thus, perfect numbers can be
identiﬁed as those vertical lines with no dashed component. In this range there are four perfect numbers, 6, 28,
496 and 8128, though due to the scale of the graph only 8128 is clearly visible.
One may think of a number n with Div(n) non-contractible as being topologically perfect; from this
perspective the length of the dashed lines in Figure 7 measure how close a topologically perfect number is to
being perfect in the classical sense. The last non-contractible divisor complex plotted in Figure 7 is particularly
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Figure 7. Div(n) .

interesting in this light as it occurs at the odd number n = 12, 285 and is only a distance of two divisors away
from being perfect. A simple check with the data-generating algorithm showed that n = 12, 285 is the only
topologically perfect odd number in the range 2 ≤ n ≤ 106 . In general, of course, it is not known if odd perfect
numbers exist.
7. Combinatorics of Euler characteristics and Lehmer’s conjecture
In this section, we use the simple combinatorial nature of the Euler characteristic to explicitly connect the Euler
characteristics of various basic quota systems with well-known combinatorics. We will work with formal power
series but state radii of convergence when reasonable without proof (the proofs are elementary).
For the general setup let 1 ≤ ν1 ≤ ν2 ≤ · · · ≤ νi ≤ . . . be a sequence of nondecreasing positive integers
with the property that only ﬁnitely many of them lie below any given N > 0 .
It is easy to check that we have an identity of formal power series:
∞


(1 − xνi ) = 1 +

i=2

∞


Cj xj

j=ν2

where
Cj =

∞


(−1)n Dn,j = −

n=1
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and Dn,j is the number of n-fold sums of νi , i = 1 with distinct indices, which sum to j . (We deﬁne Cj = 0
for j < ν2 also.) If X(q) denotes the corresponding scalar quota complex with quota q > ν1 and χ[q] its Euler

chacteristic then by Theorem 2.1, we have χ[q] = 1−Cq−1 −· · ·−Cq−ν1 or equivalently 1−χ[q] = q−ν1 ≤i<q Ci .
Thus
(1 + x + · · · + xν1 −1 )

∞

(1 − xνi )
i=2

= (1 + x + · · · + xν1 −1 ) +

∞


Cj xj (1 + x + · · · + xν1 −1 )

j=ν2

= (1 + x + · · · + x

ν1−1

∞


)+

(Cj + Cj−1 + · · · + Cj−νj +1 )xj

j=ν2
∞


= (1 + x + · · · + xν1−1 ) +

(1 − χ[j + 1])xj .

j=ν2

Multiplying by 1 − x we get:
∞


(1 − x ) = 1 − x
νi

ν1

+ (1 − x)

i=1

∞


(1 − χ[j + 1])xj

j=ν1

where we used (1 − χ[j + 1]) = 0 for ν1 ≤ j < ν2 . Using the geometric series formula we can simplify to get:
∞
∞


(1 − xνi ) = 1 − (1 − x)
χ[j + 1]xj .
i=1

j=ν1

We summarize our results:
Theorem 7.1 (Generating function for Euler characteristics) Let 1 ≤ ν1 ≤ ν2 ≤ · · · ≤ νi ≤ . . . be a
sequence of nondecreasing positive integers such that only ﬁnitely many terms of the sequence are below any
given N > 0 . Let χ[q] denote the Euler characteristic of the corresponding scalar quota complex with quota q .
Then

∞
i=1 (1

− xνi ) deﬁnes a well-deﬁned formal power series and
∞
∞


(1 − xνi ) = 1 − (1 − x)
χ[j + 1]xj
i=1

j=ν1

or equivalently
∞

j=ν1

χ[j + 1]xj =

1−

∞
i=1 (1

1−x

− xν i )

.

Theorem 7.1 shows that in theory, one can recover the complete quota system from the sequence of Euler
characteristics χ[q] . This is because on expanding the product on the left hand side of the ﬁrst equation, the
ﬁrst nonzero term determines both the lowest weight and its multiplicity by comparison with the right hand
side of the equation. Once this is known, one can divide through by the corresponding factor(s) and determine
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the 2nd lowest weight with its multiplicity and, proceeding in this manner, recursively recover the full weight
system.
Example 1: Counting complex. Let νi = i for all i ≥ 1 . Then the corresponding quota complex will be
denoted Count(q). We then have
1 − (1 − x)

∞


χ(Count(j + 1))xj =

j=1

∞


(1 − xn ) = φ(x)

n=1

where φ(x) is called Euler’s function (not to be confused with the Euler totient function). In this case the
∞
1
fomal series and product converge for complex numbers x with |x| < 1 . In fact φ(x)
= n=1 p(n)xn where
p(n) is the number of partitions of n. Furthermore, writing x = e2πiz makes φ(z) an analytic function on the
−1

upper half of the complex plane which turns out to be a modular form. In fact φ(x) = x 24 η(z) where η is the
Dedekind eta function.
Example 2: Count(24) and Lehmer’s conjecture. Let us take the union of 24 copies of the previous example;
thus, the weights will be the positive integers but there will be 24 vertices for every given weight. We will denote
the corresponding quota complex by Count(24)(q). Then
1 − (1 − x)

∞


χ(Count(24)(j + 1))xj =

∞


(1 − xn )24 =

n=1

j=1

∞


τ (n + 1)xn

n=0

where τ (n) is Ramanujan’s Tau function. From this it is easy to see that Lehmer’s conjecture that τ (n) = 0
for all n ≥ 1 is equivalent to
χ(Count(24)(m)) = χ(Count(24)(m + 1))
for all m ≥ 2 .
Example 3: P rime complex. Let νi be the ith prime. The corresponding quota complex is just P rime(q),
the prime complex considered in earlier sections. We have
∞

q=2

χ(P rime(q + 1))xq =

1−

p prime (1

1−x

− xp )

.

The formal power series and product converge for complex numbers x with |x| < 1 but the sum diverges at
x = 1 and the product diverges at x = −1 for example. They deﬁne analytic functions in the open unit disk
and hence on the upper half plane. The fact that the radius of convergence is 1 shows that the growth of
χ(P rime(q)) with q is subexponential, i.e. χ(P rime(q)) = o(Aq ) for any A > 1 .
8. Random quota complexes
In this section we consider the topology of a random quota complex. For the basic facts about probability used
in this section see [2] and for the basic facts about Fourier transforms see [8].
Fix X0 = m > 0 a (nonrandom) value. Let X1 , . . . , XN be independent random variables. Furthermore
assume Xi are continuous random variables with continuous density function fi with compact support in
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[m, ∞) for all i ≥ 1 . Fix a quota q > m. Since we assume the densities are continuous with compact support,
fi ∈ L1 (R) ∩ L2 (R) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and we will hence be able to use convolutions, Fourier transforms and the
inverse Fourier transform without technical diﬃculties. We will do so without further mention. Note one can
consider the density for X0 = m as the delta measure centered at m but while this has a well-deﬁned Fourier
transform, the inverse transform formula is singular and we will worry about this when necessary.
Deﬁnition 8.1 (Random scalar quota complex) Let X = {X0 = m, X1 , . . . , XN } be chosen as in the
previous paragraph and q > m > 0 .

X[q] is the quota complex on vertices {0, 1, 2, . . . , N } with weights

w(i) = Xi and quota q .
X[q] is called a random scalar quota complex. On any run of the experiment, the weights will take on
speciﬁc values and X[q] will determine a speciﬁc scalar quota complex. Thus X[q] can be viewed as a random
variable on the sample space of the underlying experiment which takes values in the set of ﬁnite abstract simplicial
complexes.
By Theorem 2.1, we see immediately that dim(H̄j (X[q], Q)) is an integer valued random variable whose
value is the number of (j + 1)-fold sums of the variables X1 , . . . , XN (repeats not allowed) that lie in the
interval [q − m, q). The number of j -dimensional faces of X[q] is another integer random variable whose value
is the number of (j + 1)-fold sums of the variables X0 , . . . , XN (repeats not allowed) that are below quota q .
Note that as each random variable takes values greater than or equal to m > 0 , there will be no j -faces when
q
− 1.
q ≤ (j + 1)m and so the dimension of X[q] is bounded by m

Let J ⊆ {1, . . . , N } have |J| = j and let XJ = i∈J Xi be the corresponding j -fold sum.
Let us form a Bernoulli indicator random variable:

1 if XJ ∈ [q − m, q)
.
BJ =
0 otherwise
Then calculating expected values, we see:
E[BJ ] = P r(XJ ∈ [q − m, q))
and so to ﬁgure out this expectation, we need to determine the distribution for the corresponding sum XJ .
This is standard but we include a quick exposition here:
Deﬁnition 8.2 Let f, g ∈ L1 (R), then we deﬁne the convolution

(f  g)(α) =

∞

−∞

f(α − x)g(x)dx

for all α ∈ R. It is well known that f  g ∈ L1 (R) and indeed ||f  g||1 ≤ ||f||1||g||1 . (L1 (R), ) forms a
commutative Banach algebra.
Deﬁnition 8.3 Let f be a continuous density function for a real random variable X . The cumulative density
function F is deﬁned as
 α
F (α) = P r(X ≤ α) =
f(x)dx
−∞

and so we have F  (α) = f(α) for all α ∈ R.
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The relevant proposition is:
Proposition 8.4 Let X and Y be independent continuous real valued random variables with continuous
density functions fX , fY respectively and cumulative density functions FX , FY respectively. Then
FX+Y = FX  fY and fX+Y = fX  fY .
Proof

Computing we ﬁnd:
 
FX+Y (α) =

fX (x)fY (y)dxdy
x+y≤α


=



−∞


=

∞

∞

−∞

α−y

−∞


fX (x)dx fY (y)dy

FX (α − y)fY (y)

= (FX  fY )(α)

(α) is obtained by diﬀerentiating the 2nd row of equations
The corresponding identity for fX+Y (α) = FX+Y

2

above with respect to α .

Corollary 8.5 Let X1 , . . . XN be independent real random variables with continuous densities f1 , . . . fN . Then
fX1 +···+XN = f1  f2  · · ·  fN
Proof

Follows by induction on Proposition 8.4 by setting X = X1 and Y = X2 + · · · + XN .

2

Returning to the calculation of E[BJ ] = P r(XJ ∈ [q − m, q)) let us deﬁne fJ to be the convolution of fi
q
for i ∈ J. Thus fJ is a |J| -fold convolution and E[BJ ] = q−m fJ dx .
Since
dim(H̄j−1 (X[q])) =



BJ

J,|J|=j

we ﬁnd E[dim(H̄j−1 (X[q], Q))] =

q



q−m

J,|J|=j

fJ dx .

Let


Im (x) =

Then it is easy to check that (f  Im )(q) =

q
q−m

1 if x ∈ [0, m]
.
0 otherwise

f(x)dx . Thus we conclude

E[dim(H̄j−1(X[q], Q))] =



(fJ  Im )(q).

J,|J|=j

Since the convolution of continuous functions with compact support is continuous with compact support, we see
that E[dim(H̄j−1 (X[q], Q))] is a continuous function of q with compact support. (Though Im is not continuous,
one can go back to the integral expression a couple of lines back to check the continuity of the expected dimension
of homology.)
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Since the Euler characteristic can be expressed as the alternating sum of these homology groups, we have


E[χ(X[q])] = 1 +

(−1)|J|−1 (fJ  Im )(q)

J⊆{1,...,N}

is a continuous function of q with compact support.
Note we do not include the empty set J in the sum and the extra 1 in front on the right hand side is
due to dim(H0 ) = dim(H̄0 ) + 1 , or equivalently to account for the vertex of minimal weight m.
Rewriting a bit we get:


1 − E[χ(X[q])] =

(−1)|J| (fJ  Im )(q).

J⊆{1,...,N}

Note that though the left hand side is deﬁned only for q > m, the right hand side is deﬁned for all q and so can
be viewed as a continuation of the left hand side to the whole real line. To shed light we will take the Fourier
transform of the function

G(q) =
(−1)|J| (fJ  Im )(q)
J⊆{1,...,N}

appearing on the right hand side. (Note that Laplace transforms would work just as well for our purposes.)
As the Fourier transform of a convolution is the product of the Fourier transforms, we have


Ĝ(α) =

(−1)|J| fˆJ (α)Îm (α).

J⊆{1,...,N}

However, now we have fˆJ (α) =

ˆ Using this it is easy to see that

i∈J fi .

⎡
Ĝ(α) = ⎣

N


⎤
(1 − fˆj ) − 1⎦ Îm (α)

j=1

where Îm (α) =

1−e−2πiαm
2πiα

is found by direct computation. To make the formula more uniform, we note that

X0 = m can be thought of as having density function given by the delta measure centered at m, i.e. f0 = δm .
∞
The Fourier transform of this measure, fˆ0 (α), is given by −∞ δm (x)e−2πiαx dx = e−2πiαm . Thus we can write
Iˆm =

1−fˆ0
2πiα

and so

⎤
⎡
N
1 ⎣
(1 − fˆj (α)) − (1 − fˆ0 (α))⎦ .
Ĝ(α) =
2πiα
j=0

(The reader is warned that though Ĝ(α) has a continuous Fourier inverse with compact support, (1 − fˆ0 ) by
itself has badly behaved inverse Fourier transform.) By the Fourier inversion formula we get:
1 − E[χ(X[q])] =

1
2πi



∞

−∞

⎛
e2πiαx ⎝

N


⎞
(1 − fˆj (α)) − (1 − fˆ0 (α))⎠

j=0

dα
.
α

We will see in an example that this is an example of an Euler product decomposition in analytic number
theory but ﬁrst let us record the probability results we have obtained.
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Theorem 8.6 (Expected topology of random scalar quota complexes) Let X0 = m > 0 . Let X1 , . . . , XN
be independent, continuous random variables with density functions f1 , . . . , fN which are continuous with compact support in [m, ∞) and let X[q] be the random scalar quota complex determined by this collection and quota
q > m > 0.
Then for j ≥ 1 ,



E[dim(H̄j−1(X[q], Q))] =

(fJ  Im )(q)

J,|J|=j

is a continuous function of q with compact support.
Furthermore we have
1 − E[χ(X[q])] =

1
2πi



∞

−∞

⎛
e2πiαx ⎝

N


⎞
(1 − fˆj (α)) − (1 − fˆ0 (α))⎠

j=0

dα
α

is a continuous function of q with compact support.
We now present a degenerate example to illustrate that in some sense in Theorem 8.6, the last equality
has right hand side a form of Euler product.
First recall (see [1]) the deﬁnition of the Riemann zeta function and its reciprocal:
ζ(s) =

∞

1
ns
n=1

converges for all complex numbers s with Re(s) > 1 . This is the L-series associated to the constant function
with value 1 (as the numerators are all 1s). It is well known and easy to check that due to the unique factorization
of positive integers into primes, we have an Euler product for the zeta function:
ζ(s) =

∞

1
=
ns
n=1


p∈P rime

1
1 − p1s

which also holds for Re(s) > 1 . Similarly, the reciprocal of the Riemann zeta function is the L-series associated
to the Möbius function and so
ψ(s) =

∞

μ(n)
1
=
=
ζ(s) n=1 ns


p∈P rime



1
1− s
p

for Re(s) > 1 . It is common to look at restricted Euler products to various sets of primes and we will consider
the simple case where P is a ﬁnite set of primes. Let us write
ψP (s) =


p∈P

1−

1
ps


.

Note ψP is just a ﬁnite product of entire functions and so is entire with zeros only lying on the imaginary axis
of the form
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Consider the case where P is the set of primes ≤ N for some N > 3 and set quota q = ln(N + 1).
Consider “random” variables X0 = ln(2), X1 = ln(3), X2 = ln(5), . . . which are just constant at the log-prime
values. The corresponding density functions are delta measures centered at the corresponding log-primes and the
corresponding “random” complex is just the LogPrime complex. We will apply Theorem 8.6 to this scenario. If
the reader is worried about the the fact that the density functions fi are not continuous with compact support,
just replace the delta measures with very small continuous bumps of mass 1 and compact support localized
around these log-primes. Since there are no serious beneﬁts of the more rigorous approach we will just use the
delta measures for this example.

By Theorem 5.2, we have 1 − χ(LogP rime(q)) = 1≤n<eq μ(n). Note the Fourier transform of the delta
measure δln(p) centered at ln(p) is e−2πiln(p)α = p−2πiα and so the formula from Theorem 8.6 becomes
⎞
⎛
 ∞


1
dα
μ(n) =
e2πiαx ⎝
(1 − p−2πiα ) − (1 − 2−2πiα )⎠
.
2πi −∞
α
q
1≤n<e

p∈P

Doing a change of variable s = 2πiα one ﬁnds:

1≤n<e

1
μ(n) =
2πi
q





+i∞
sx

−i∞

e



ds
1
ψP (s) − 1 − s
.
2
s

9. Concluding remarks
We have seen the standard Morse theoretic problem of studying the change of topology of a space as a parameter
is varied can be applied to the study of quota complexes as the quota is varied. In this case the quota determines
the complex through a set of linear inequalities. A similar though more diﬃcult nonlinear version of this problem
is encountered in the study of random data sets through the method of persistant homology.
In this context a ﬁnite set of data points in Rn is studied by considering the space X[r] consisting of the
union of open balls of radius r around these points. The topology of X[r] changes from being discrete when r
is very small to a single contractible blob when r is very large. Usually r is varied in a range corresponding to
reasonable error estimates for the experiment and the persistant features of the topology of X[r] as r ranges
over this error interval are looked for and attributed as features of the data set.
In this context one often forms the associated Vietoris-Rips complex instead of the actual space X[r]
for computational simplicity. This is an abstract simplicial complex where there is one vertex for each of the
original data points and where [v0 , . . . , vn ] is a face if and only if the radius r balls around the vi have pairwise
nonempty intersection. This is equivalent to D(v0 , . . . , vn ) = supi,j |vi − vj | < 2r . Thus, instead of the linear
inequalities present in scalar quota complexes, these inequalities are nonlinear ones saying the diameters of
various sets should be below quota q = 2r . In these cases, one has to do more work to study the change of
topology as, for example, Theorem 2.1 does not apply.
Please see [9] for more details. We will not pursue this here.
Appendix
A. Topology of scalar quota complexes
In this section we provide a self-contained, elementary proof of the theorem about the topology of scalar quota
complexes or equivalently threshold complexes. For the basic background needed in this section see [7] or [12].
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First we recall some elementary deﬁnitions for simplicial complexes.
¯
Deﬁnition A.1 Let X be a simplicial complex and let v be a vertex in X . The closed star of v , St(v),
is
the union of all faces in X that contain v . The open star of v , St(v), is the union of the interior of all faces
¯
in X that contain v . The link of v is deﬁned as Lk(v) = St(v)
− St(v). Thus Lk(v) consists of all faces
F = [v0 , . . . , vk ] in X not containing v such that [v0 , . . . , vk , v] is also a face of X .
¯
The open star St(v) is an open neighborhood of v in X , the closed star St(v)
is its closure and Lk(v)
is its boundary in X .
The topological structure of a scalar valued quota complex is controlled to a large degree by the part of
the complex outside the closed star of a vertex of minimal weight as the next theorem illustrates:
Proposition A.2 Let X be a scalar weighted ﬁnite simplicial complex. Let vmin be a vertex of minimal
¯ min ) then the boundary of F is completely contained in
weight. If F is a face of X that is not in St(v
¯ min ).
Lk(vmin ) ⊂ St(v
Furthermore, F is such a face if and only if F does not contain vmin and q − w(vmin ) ≤ w(F ) < q .
If V is the vertex set of X , w : V → R+ the weight function and q > 0 the quota then [v0 , . . . , vk ]
k
is a k -face of X if and only if i=0 w(vi ) < q . Let vmin be a vertex of minimal weight which exists as V is

Proof
ﬁnite.

/ F and
Note that if F = [v0 , . . . , vk ] is a face of X not contained in the closed star of vmin then vmin ∈
w(F ) < q as F is a face of X . Furthermore, [v0 , . . . , vk , vmin ] cannot be a face in X as if not it would be in
¯ min ) and hence F being a face of [v0 , . . . , vk , vmin ] would also be in St(v
¯ min ). Thus w(F ) + w(vmin ) ≥ q .
St(v
Putting the inequalities together gives q − w(vmin ) ≤ w(F ) < q . Conversely, reversing the argument, it is easily
checked that any face F of X not containing vmin and satisfying these ﬁnal inequalities is not in the closed
star of vmin .
Let F = [v0 , . . . vk ] and let σ = [v0 , . . . , v̂i , . . . , vk ] be a face in the boundary of F obtained by removing
the ith vertex. Note that w(σ) = w(F ) − w(vi ) ≤ w(F ) − w(vmin ) and so w([σ, vmin ]) = w(σ) + w(vmin ) ≤
¯ min ) as desired.
w(F ) < q and so [σ, vmin ] is a face in X and so σ ⊆ Lk(vmin ) ⊂ St(v
¯ min ) as desired.
Thus the boundary of F is completely contained in Lk(vmin ) ⊂ St(v
2
For the next theorem, we recall the basic fact that if A is a contractible subcomplex of a CW or simplicial
complex X then the quotient map π : X → X/A, which collapses A to a point, is a homotopy equivalence.
However, even if A and X are simplicial complexes, the collapsed space X/A is only a CW -complex in general.
We will apply this fact to the case of a ﬁnite scalar quota complex X where A will be the closed star of
a minimal weight vertex. Closed and open stars of a vertex v are always contractible as they are star-convex
with respect to the vertex v .
In this context, it is important to note that if F = [v0 , . . . , vk ] is a k -face of X then the space F/∂F
obtained by collapsing the boundary of F to a point is homeomorphic to a k -sphere S k , i.e. the space of unit
vectors in Rk+1 . Recall that a bouquet of spheres is the wedge product of a collection of spheres (not necessarily
of the same dimension and the 0 -sphere is allowed). Intuitively this is a collection of spheres attached at a
common point.
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Theorem A.3 (Scalar quota complexes are homotopy equivalent to bouquets of spheres) Let X be
¯ min ) be the closed star of a vertex of minimal weight. Then the
a ﬁnite scalar quota complex and let A = St(v
quotient map π : X → X/A is a homotopy equivalence and X/A is a bouquet of spheres where there is one
i-sphere for each i-face F = [v0 , . . . , vi ] in X not containing vmin and such that q − w(vmin ) ≤ w(F ) < q .
Thus the reduced integer homology groups of X , H̄i (X) are free abelian groups of ﬁnite rank equal to the
number of i-faces F of X , not containing vmin with q − w(vmin ) ≤ w(F ) < q .
Proof The fact that the collapse map π : X → X/A is a homotopy equivalence was explained in the paragraphs
¯ min ) maps to the collapse basepoint A/A
before the statement of the theorem. Any face of X inside A = St(v
in X/A.
By proposition A.2, the i-faces F of X not contained in A are exactly the i-faces F not containing
vmin with q − w(vmin ) ≤ w(F ) < q and such a face maps to an i-sphere F/∂F = S i in X/A. From this it is
easy to see that X/A is a bouquet of spheres as claimed.
The comment on reduced integer homology follows immediately from basic facts about homology.

2

B. Combinatorial characterization of scalar quota complexes
For the basic language of voting theory used in this section, please consult [14]. Let V be a ﬁnite set of people
which will be considered as a set of vertices. A monotone yes/no voting system on V is determined (up to
power equivalence) by its set of losing coalitions which determines a simplicial complex with vertex set V . It is
easy to see that this gives us a bijection between the set of monotone yes/no voting systems (up to equivalence)
on V and the set of simplicial complexes with vertex set V .
It is the purpose of this section to rephrase an old result of Taylor and Zwicker in [15], in the context of
simplicial complexes. Precisely, we will use their characterization of when a voting system is scalar weighted to
give a characterization of when a ﬁnite simplicial complex is given by a scalar quota system.
The key concept is that of trade robustness. A trade between two coalitions L1 and L2 is a choice of
subsets S ⊂ L1 − L2 and T ⊂ L2 − L1 to form new coalitions L1 = (L1 − S) ∪ T and L2 = (L2 − T ) ∪ S . A
trade between two sets of vertices F1 and F2 in a simplicial complex is deﬁned similarly as a choice of vertex
subsets S ⊂ F1 − F2 and T ⊂ F2 − F1 to form new vertex sets F1 = (F1 − S) ∪ T and F2 = (F2 − T ) ∪ S . Note
these vertex subsets are not required to be faces of the simplicial complex.
Deﬁnition B.1 For a ﬁxed integer k ≥ 1 , a voting system is k -trade robust if when given a sequence L1 , . . . , Lk
of losing coalitions (not necessarily distinct), it is impossible to transform them into a sequence of winning
coalitions W1 , . . . , Wk through a series of trades between pairs of coalitions.
A voting system is trade robust if it is k -trade robust for all k ≥ 1 .
For a ﬁxed integer k ≥ 1 , a ﬁnite simplicial complex is k -trade robust if when given a sequence of faces
F1 , . . . , Fk , it is impossible to transform them into a sequence of nonfaces W1 , . . . , Wk through a series of trades
between pairs of vertex sets.
A ﬁnite simplicial complex is trade robust if it is k -trade robust for all k ≥ 1 .
It is clear that the concept of trade robustness is preserved under the bijection between voting systems
and ﬁnite simplicial complexes mentioned earlier.
We now recall the main result of [15]:
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Theorem B.2 (Taylor-Zwicker) A voting system on a ﬁnite set of people is scalar weighted if and only if it
is trade robust.
This has the immediate corollary:
Corollary B.3 (Combinatorial characterization of scalar valued quota complexes) A ﬁnite simplicial
complex is isomorphic to a scalar valued quota complex if and only if it is trade robust, i.e. it is impossible to
transform a ﬁnite sequence of faces into a sequence of nonfaces using a series of pairwise trades.
C. Vector-weighted quota complexes
In order to state topological structure results about vector weighted quota complexes, we need to recall the
deﬁnition of the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of a space.
Deﬁnition C.1 Let X be a topological space. Let n be a nonnegative integer. We say that Cat(X) ≤ n if X
can be covered by n + 1 open sets U0 , . . . , Un such that each Ui is contractible in X , i.e. the inclusion map
ji : Ui → X is homotopically trivial.
The category of a space is hence either a nonnegative integer or inﬁnite. Note Cat(X) = 0 if and only
if X is contractible. Cat(X) is a homotopy invariant of X ; i.e. homotopy equivalent spaces have the same
category.
The notion of category was introduced to give a lower bound on the number of critical points of a Morse
function on a smooth manifold. It has also proved fruitful in proving bounds on degrees of nilpotence of various
algebraic structures associated to a space X . (See [13] for example.)
Note any closed n-manifold can be covered by a ﬁnite number of open sets homeomorphic to Rn and
hence contractible. Thus all closed manifolds have ﬁnite category. A sphere S n that has Cat(S n ) = 1 as a
sphere can always be covered by two contractible open sets (an upper and lower hemisphere) but is itself not
contractible. If CP n is n-dimensional complex projective space then CP n can be covered by n + 1 charts
which are contractible pieces so Cat(CP n) ≤ n. However, cup product arguments can be used to show that
Cat(CP n ) > n − 1 and so Cat(CP n) = n for all integers n ≥ 0 .
A bouquet of positive dimensional spheres X has Cat(X) = 0 if it is an empty bouquet (just a point) or
Cat(X) = 1 otherwise. To see this let U0 be an open thickening of the attaching point of the bouquet and U1
be X minus the attaching point. U0 is contractible and though U1 is not in general contractible, it is always
contractible in X , i.e. the inclusion map U1 → X is homotopically trivial. This is because each component of
U1 is contractible and X is path connected as the bouquet does not involve 0 -spheres.
A bouquet with 0 -spheres involved can have category larger than 1 as the bouquet will not be path
connected. Each 0 sphere gives an extra point component which increases the category by 1 . To address the
issue of 0 -spheres in quota complexes we deﬁne the concept of a “shell vertex” in a quota complex.
Deﬁnition C.2 (Shell vertices) Let X be a ﬁnite scalar quota complex with vertex of minimal weight vmin .
A vertex s of X is called a shell vertex if q − w(vmin ) ≤ w(s) < q .
Note by Theorem 2.1, X is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of spheres where there is one 0 -sphere for
each shell vertex not equal to vmin . Thus Cat(X) = (Number of shell vertices not equal to vmin ) +  where
 = 1 if there are any positive dimensional spheres in the bouquet and  = 0 if not.
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vmin,i

For a vector valued quota complex, for the ith coordinate of the weights and quota we can ﬁnd a vertex
of minimal weight for that coordinate. Then a vertex s is called a shell vertex if qi −wi (vmin,i ) < wi (s) <

qi for some coordinate i.
Theorem C.3 (Category of vector weighted quota systems) Let X be a ﬁnite vector weighted quota
N
system with weight dimension N , weight function ŵ and quota q̂ . So ŵ : V → RN
+ and quota q̂ ∈ R+ .

X is then the union of N scalar quota complexes.
Furthermore if X has no shell vertices, we have Cat(X) ≤ 2N − 1 . Thus

Cat(X)+1
2

provides a homotopy

invariant lower bound for the weight dimension of a quota complex with no shell vertices.
Proof

Let Xi be the complex determined by the ith component of the weight-quota system for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

Then by deﬁnition X = ∪N
i=1 Xi . By Theorem 2.1, each Xi is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of spheres. If
X has no shell vertices then no 0 -spheres occur in these bouquets and hence each Xi can be covered by two
open sets which are contractible in Xi and hence in X . Thickening up these open sets so that they are open
in X , we see that X can then be covered by 2N open sets, each contractible in X . Thus Cat(X) ≤ 2N − 1
by deﬁnition. The rest of the theorem then follows readily.
2
D. Every ﬁnite simplicial complex is a quota complex
In this appendix we provide a proof that every ﬁnite simplicial complex is a quota complex. This fact already
appeared in unpublished work of Manuel Alves who was working on independent undergraduate research on
voting theory under the guidance of the ﬁrst author. Given a monotone voting system on a set V of voters,
the voting complex associated to the system is an abstract simplicial complex based on V whose faces consist
of the losing coalitions of the system.
The proof of the following theorem then parallels the fact that every monotone voting system is a (vector
valued) quota system. Let |F | denote the number of vertices in a face F .
Theorem D.1 If X is a ﬁnite simplicial complex on vertex set V then X is a quota complex, i.e. there exists
a weight function ŵ : V → Rn+ for some n and quota q̂ ∈ Rn+ such that X is the simplicial complex associated
to quota system [ŵ : q̂] .
Furthermore the weights and the quota can be chosen to have positive integer coordinates and these
coordinates can be assumed to all be distinct.
Proof Let L denote the set of maximal faces (facets) of X . Order these faces L = {F1 , . . . , Fs} . Deﬁne a
scalar valued quota system wi : V → R+ by setting

wi (v) =

1 if v ∈ Fi
.
|Fi | + 1 if v ∈
/ Fi

Set quota qi = |Fi | + 1 . It is simple to check that the subcomplex of the simplex on V determined by the quota
system [wi : qi ] is exactly the simplex Fi and its faces. Letting ŵ : V → Rs+ be the function with coordinates
the wi and q̂ ∈ Rs+ be the vector with coordinates the qi , then [ŵ : q̂] is subcomplex of the simplex on V given
s
s
by i=1 Fi . Hence X = i=1 Fi is the quota complex [ŵ : q̂] .
Deﬁne as usual the weight of a face to be the sum of the weights of the vertices in the face. Since X
has a ﬁnite number of faces, only a ﬁnite number of vectors occur as weights of the faces of X . It is clear
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then that we may change the coordinates of the quota by subtracting suﬃciently small positive numbers from
the coordinates so that the quota determines the same complex as the original quota system and has distinct
positive rational entries and that these quota coordinates are not acheived as the weight of any face in the
simplex on V . It is then clear that we can perturb the weights of the vertices by small amounts so that the
resulting quota complex still determines the same complex and so that the weights of the vertices consist of
vectors of distinct positive rational numbers and such that no weight vectors share any coordinates with each
other or with the quota vector.
Finally, scaling all weight vectors and the quota vector by the least common multiple of the denominators
of all rational numbers involved, we get a quota system determining the same complex as the original, where
weights and quota have positive integer coordinates and all these coordinates are distinct.
2
E. Expectation justiﬁcation
We adopt the setup and notation from the beginning of section 3 in this section of the appendix.
Furthermore set Sihigh (x) = si (x)/2f(x/(i+1)) and Silow (x) = si (x/(i + 1))/2f(x) . We have that
s0 (q/(i+1))
Silow (q)
So if we take Si (x) =

≈

i+1
 s0 (q)
j
j

s0 (q)
high
i+1
≤ Si (q) ≤  s (q/(i+1))
 ≈ Si (q).
0
j

j

f(x) f(x)
then for x with f(x/(i + 1)) ≥ i, Silow (x) < Si (x) < Sihigh (x). The global
/2
i+1

behavior of the family of functions Si (x) is easy to ascertain; we collect some of the features in the following
proposition.
Proposition E.1 Let k  be the smallest positive integer such that f(κ) ≤ k  , and for j ≥ k  let xj ∈ [κ, ∞)
such that f(xj ) = j . Then for all i ≥ k  , Si (xi ) = 0 , limx→∞ Si (x) = 0 and Si (x) has exactly one
critical value in [xi , ∞) which is a maximum. Moreover, if mi is the critical point of Si (x) in [xi , ∞),
then x2i+1 < mi < x2i+2 and limi→∞ Si (mi ) = 0 .
Proof

The ﬁrst assertions are an exercise in undergraduate calculus: we may compute
⎡
i

Si (x) = f  (x)Si (x) ⎣
j=0

⎤
1
− ln 2⎦ ,
f(x) − j

from which it follows that Si (x) has exactly one critical value in [xi , ∞) which is a maximum.
In order to establish the bounds on mi we use the following sequence (see [5] pg. 10):

li =

2i+1
−1
j=2i

1
→ ln 2 as i → ∞.
j

Namely, consider the sequences

ai =
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i


1

j=0

f(x2i+1 ) − j

=

2i+1

j=i+1

i
2i+2

 1
1
1
and bi =
=
.
j
f(x2i+2 ) − j
j
j=0

j=i+2
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Then, ai is a bounded decreasing sequence and bi is a bounded increasing sequence, so they converge. Furthermore a2i −1 = li and b2i−2 − li → 0 as i → ∞ , so ai , bi → ln 2 as i → ∞ . Hence, since ai is decreasing we must

 2i+1
and
/2
have that x2i+1 < mi , and since bi is increasing we must have that mi < x2i+2 . So Si (mi ) < 2i+2
i+1
2n
√
2
since, by Stirling’s formula, n ∼ 22n / πn it follows that limi→∞ Si (mi ) = 0 .
Note that while it is reasonable to make the the approximation
f(q) f(q−v1 )
− i+1
si (q) − si (q − v1 )

Hi (q) = 
,
≈ i+1
f(q) − 2f(q−v1 )
s
(q)
−
s
(q
−
v
)
2
1
j j
j j
the function on the right seems to be less amenable to a simple general analysis.
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